WHAT’S FOR DINNER?
Besides chowing down on piggies, bunny bread, eekspresso, and rat-tail-tooeey, what else does Gritch’s belly grumble to eat?
CREATE RECIPES for your own OLD HAG COOKBOOK

ART SMART
FIND all the funny design and illustrative elements Howard Fine uses throughout the illustrations.
DISCUSS how the illustrations extend and complement the text.
GIVE EXAMPLES of WORDPLAY found in Zoom Broom.
ACT OUT the ‘WITCH/WHICH ONE’ Routine.
(look for additional resource in Margie’s website links.)
REVIEW HOMOPHONES, HOMONYMS, SYNONYMS, ALLITERATION, PUNS, and PARODIES.

Broom Mates
Gritch and her sister, Mag the Hag are cookin’ up a storm preparing for their Howliday Bash! Who do you think is on the GUEST LIST?
Do you have a ‘Broom Mate? WRITE about how you and your sister or brother share and what things you do together.